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Case Study - Peter’s Yard
WWW.PETERSYARD.COM

 Wendy Wilson Bett – joint founder

 Swedish bakery favourites including authentic sourdough recipe crispbread

Shropshire 

 A visit to Peter Ljunquist’s Swedish bakery, tasting the best Knäckebröd 

 Multiple Great Taste awards including Great Taste Top 50 Foods 2015 for 
Peter’s Yard Artisan Crispbread – original

“When we launched our crispbread several years ago, we decided to enter Great 
Taste because we saw it as an independent assessment of quality and taste that 
would give a new brand, as we were then, credibility. 
“Since then, we have entered all our new products and re-entered our Original 
recipe many times over the years. We regard it as an important way of ensuring 
our products meet a super-high standard and that we keep those standards 
consistently high over the years. The judges’ feedback is very important to us; 
we listen very carefully to it and make changes on the basis of this feedback. The 
standard of judging has got better every year.”

“We use it in all our trade presentations and on all our packs which shows that 
although we can’t quantify the tangible benefit it gives us, we are confident it is 
something the trade and many consumers think highly of.”

Who:. 

What:. 

Where:.

Inspired by:.

Great Taste:. 

Wendy says:.  

The bottom line:.



 Annie Irwin & Oscar Woolley – business partners and owners of Suki-Tea

 Triple Certified Loose Leaf Tea  

Belfast, Northern Ireland 

 Wandering through Asia discovering the world of ethically sourced tea 

 33 Great Taste awards since 2005

2014 had a 3-star Great Taste for Apple Loves Mint

Great Taste Top 50 Foods for Apple Loves Mint  

 “All our teas wear their Great Taste badges with pride.  We enjoy being a part of 
Great Taste at every level, from experiencing the pleasure of judging to attending 
the glittering awards ceremony in London and meeting the best food contacts in 
the land, and of course, winning a staggering 33 Great Taste awards for our teas.

Great Taste is a benchmark; it signifies quality.  The Great Taste logo tells our 
customers ‘Look! We have proof of the standards of our great-tasting range’.

In 2014 we exhibited for the first time at the Speciality & Fine Food Fair with our 
teas, including our Top 50 Foods-winning Apple Loves Mint and, as a result of this, 
and the promotion by Great Taste, we secured retail distribution partners in the 
UK, many independent delis are now stocking our products, we are also about to 
launch into 192 Marks & Spencer stores. We are thrilled with the exposure our 
brand and products get through Great Taste.

We take every opportunity to use Great Taste as a marketing tool.  We use the 
judges’ comments on packaging and point of sale.  We also use the comments 
to improve on any teas that we feel need refining as a result of valuable judges’ 
feedback.”

“Business has increased for our Great Taste winning teas by 20%. We are 
able to market groups of our Great Taste winning teas on-line which is a very 
popular option for our customers.”

Case Study – Suki-Tea
WWW.SUKI-TEA.COM
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Inspired by:.

Great Taste:.

Annie says:.  

The bottom line:.
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Case Study - The Artisan Kitchen

Sarah Churchill – Owner & Founder of The Artisan Kitchen  

Handcrafted preserves “made in a big bubbling copper pot” 

Gloucestershire

 A Mirabelle Plum Tree 

 16 Great Taste awards since 2012

2014 had a 3-star Great Taste for Blaisdon Plum Jam

Great Taste Top 50 Foods for Blaisdon Plum Jam 

Winner of Great Taste - The Small Artisan Producer of the Year 

 “Great Taste gives a small business like mine the ultimate stamp of approval and 
confidence to purchase for many retailers. 

Without a doubt winning awards from Great Taste has been pivotal in our listings 
with top quality retailers including Selfridges, Whole Foods Market, Dart’s Farm 
and Gloucester Services – retailers we are very proud to have as stockists.

The Small Artisan Producer of the Year Award cemented our range in the world 
of sweet preserves and led to a significant increase in stockist enquiries and 
listings.

Business has increased year after year and in 2014 most new enquiries were 
focussed on our Blaisdon Plum Jam as well as other preserves and marmalades 
from our range. This is clearly a direct response to Great Taste.

The sweet preserves market is highly competitive and the Great Taste logo on 
our products really helps them to shine in a busy sector. Great Taste is a hugely 
important part of our marketing activity in terms of feedback too – I have listened 
and made improvements to create the best possible products”.

 “We were thrilled to see a 20% increase in business after the Awards were 
announced and this is continuing to grow.”

WWW.THEARTISANKITCHEN.CO.UK
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Inspired by:.

Great Taste:.

Sarah says:.  

The bottom line:.
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Case Study – Marybelle Pur Natur
WWW.MARYBELLE.CO.UK

 Katherine Manning – Sales Manager  

 Dairy products made from 100% British Milk in the Marybelle Dairy    

Suffolk

 Mary (a black and white Holstein) and Duncan Belle (an award-winning Jersey)   

 Supreme Champion 2013 for Marybelle Greek Style Yoghurt 

2013 had a 3-star Great Taste for Marybelle Greek Style Yoghurt 

Great Taste Top 50 Foods for Marybelle Greek Style Yoghurt  

…and multiple Great Taste awards over the last 5 years 

 “As a brand you are always looking for ways to communicate with your 
customers, to tell them a story so they become brand advocates and spread  
the word – being part of the Great Taste family really helps to cement this.    
Great Taste is a major contribution to our annual marketing activities as it enables 
us to excite our customers through twitter, facebook and our web site.

“We work hard every day producing a product with provenance, of the highest 
quality and with a great taste, but we are doing what we feel is the right thing  
– when we enter Great Taste, our products are tasted by people from varying 
food backgrounds and we get valuable feedback and, we’re proud to say,  
Great Taste stars. This is confirmation that our products are as good as we feel 
and it gives us huge confidence to approach new markets and new customers.

“Great Taste is also excellent at presenting the story of producers to the general 
public and getting the award-winners’ names out there. This is a benefit to any 
business.

“Winning 3-stars and then Supreme Champion for our Greek Style Yoghurt was 
amazing; we saw an immediate increase of 19% just for the yoghurt.

“We have had the confidence to push sales, doors have opened because of 
Great Taste, and it’s clear to see that some of the 57% increase in sales from 
2013 – 14 is a direct result of Great Taste.”

Who:. 

What:. 

Where:.

Inspired by:.

Great Taste:.

Katherine says:.  

The bottom line:.
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Case Study – Joe & Seph’s
WWW.JOEANDSEPHS.CO.UK

 Joseph Sopher – Founder  

 Gourmet Popcorn  

Handmade by a team of pastry chefs in London 

 Regular trips to the USA, many burnt pans and late night tasting sessions later... 

Winner of 24 Great Taste awards in the last four years  

“Winning Great Taste awards has had a huge impact on the success of  
Joe & Seph’s since we launched five years ago. We strive to do things differently 
to ensure our popcorn tastes great and quality is of paramount importance to us, 
so winning so many Great Taste stars has added credibility to our product and 
helped to differentiate Joe & Seph’s from other popcorn on the market. Great 
Taste is a real mark of quality and distinction and naturally the premium retailers 
like to stock award-winning products in their stores. A number of our customers 
specifically request our Great Taste award-winners for their ranges.

“Great Taste is a very important part of our marketing activities. We proudly 
position our popcorn as some of the best tasting on the market, and the  
Great Taste logo add credibility to this. The feedback from Great Taste judges 
is so important in making sure we keep up our standards and every product we 
produce tastes great. In a number of cases, we’ve taken the feedback from the 
judges for our products which didn’t win an award, and used that to improve the 
recipe and re-enter them the following year. We did this with our Toffee Apple & 
Cinnamon which was a favourite in the office but always seemed to miss out on 
winning an award, so we worked hard on tweaking the recipe and in 2015 it won 
one-star in the Great Taste awards, which was very satisfying!

 “As a business we have doubled our turnover year-on-year, and Great Taste is a 
very important part of how we market our popcorn, so it would be fair to say 
our multiple Great Taste awards have certainly helped us achieve some of our 
success so far”.

Who:. 

What:. 

Where:.

Inspired by:.

Great Taste:.

Joseph says:.  

The bottom line:.


